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We present embroidered antennas and interconnections in passive UHF RFID textile tags and test their strain reliability. Firstly,
we fabricate tag antennas on two different stretchable fabric substrates by five different embroidery patterns and choose the most
stretchable ones for testing. Next, the tag ICs are attached by sewing and gluing, and the tag reliability during repeated stretching
cycles is evaluated through wireless measurements. Initially, the chosen tags achieve read ranges of 6–8 meters and can strain up
to 140–150% of their original length. After 100 stretching cycles to 80% of their maximum strain, the read ranges of the tags with
glued interconnections are similar to the initial values. In addition, also the read ranges of the tags with sewed interconnections are
still more than 70%–85% of their initial values. However, some challenges with the reproducibility need to be solved next.

1. Introduction

Passive UHF (ultra-high frequency) RFID (radio frequency
identification) inspired technology has been recognized as
a compelling approach to achieve versatile energy efficient
wireless technologies for future WBANs (wireless body area
networks) [1–4]. The development of WBAN technologies
has gained a lot of research attention during the recent
years as they can offer remarkable benefits for healthcare
and welfare sectors [1–5], as well as novel sports-related
applications [5, 6].

Light-weight, flexible antennas and interconnections are
needed for these versatile wireless systems and wearable
applications also require the antennas and interconnections
to be an integral part of clothing. In addition, antennas and
interconnections in wearable applications need to endure
different mechanical stresses, such as bending and stretching.
Additivemanufacturingmethods have been found to provide
the foundation for these novel applications, as they have
the capacity to produce conductors on soft and stretchable
materials, such as textiles [7–9]. One highly potential addi-
tive textile antenna fabrication method is embroidery with

conductive yarn. Sewing is a simple manufacturing method
with great possibilities due to its compatibility with various
textile materials [9–13]. In embroidery, we have a full control
of the conductive pattern: shape, stitch density, and stitch type
[9]. In addition to conductor and antenna fabrication, sewing
has also been found to be a highly potential method for
embedding electrical interconnections into textile materials
[9–13].

The effects of the antenna sewing pattern on the tag
performance have been previously studied in [9, 14]. Also
the strain reliability of sewed interconnections in general
has been recently studied [15]. However, to the best of
our knowledge, this is the first strain reliability study of
embroidered RFID tag antennas and interconnections. Dur-
ing normal movement, the human skin may stretch up to
15%–20%, which means we need to implement antennas
and interconnections that function well at least under such
elongations [16].

In this study, dipole antennas for passive UHF RFID
tags were embroidered on two different stretchable textile
materials. After choosing the most suitable textile substrate
and sewing patters, stretchable tag antennas were fabricated
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Figure 1: The tag antenna geometry.
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Figure 2: Photos and microscope pictures of Fabric 1 (a) and Fabric 2 (b), magnification ×5.

by embroidery, tag ICswere attached by sewing and by gluing,
and the tag reliability was tested under cyclic strain. The
performance of the tags before and after testing was evaluated
by wireless measurements.

2. Tag Fabrication

The studied tag antenna (shown in Figure 1) is a straight
dipole, which is a widely used antenna in UHF RFID tags.
This antenna has been successfully used in several UHFRFID
studies [7, 8] and it originated from a strain reliability study
of stretchable electrotextile and screen-printed tags [17].

The tag antennas were fabricated on two different stretch-
able fabrics (Fabric 1 is an elastic band and Fabric 2 is a
mixture of viscose and polyester), by using five different

embroidery patterns. The two fabric materials are shown in
Figure 2. The used thread was multifilament silver plated
thread (Shieldex multifilament thread 110f34 dtex 2-ply HC).
The DC linear resistivity of the thread is 500 ± 100Ω/m, and
the diameter is approximately 0.16mm.

The simulated amplitude of the surface current [A/m] on
the dipole antenna at 915MHz is shown in Figure 3. In the
simulation, 0.62W was delivered to the antenna. As can be
seen, the current density at 915MHz was high around the
embedded inductive matching loop and the nearby antenna
edges. Two of the studied embroidery patterns were fully
embroidered antennas (numbers 1 and 2 in Figure 4), sewed
vertically (𝑥-axis in Figure 1) and horizontally (𝑦-axis in
Figure 1). We also fabricated two dipoles with optimized
patterns (numbers 2 and 3 in Figure 4), where full vertical and
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Figure 3: Current density on the dipole antenna.

horizontal patterns were used in places with highest surface
current density and the rest of the antenna was only partially
embroidered. In the fifth antenna, only the borders, that is, the
contour of the antenna, were sewed (number 5 in Figure 4).
It should be noted that the focus of this study was to test the
strain reliability of the sewed antennas and interconnections,
not to optimize the performance of the sewed antennas.

During sewing, it was noticed that embroidery on Fabric
2 is a major challenge because the cloth is soft, is thin, and
has small tension.The ready-made tag antennas are shown in
Figure 4, and for each tag type, we fabricated 5 antennas.

A vector network analyzer was used to measure the input
impedance of the fabricated antennas. The port was glued
with conductive silver epoxy on the position where the ICs
were to be attached (the measurements were done without
ICs to reduce the uncertainty). The input impedance of
embroidered antennas with different patterns was measured
at 915MHz and the results are shown in Table 1.The reflection
coefficient Γ and return loss RL can be calculated by

Γ = 𝑍𝐴 − 𝑍ic𝑍
𝐴
+ 𝑍ic ;

RL = −20 log |Γ| ,
(1)

where 𝑍
𝐴
is the impedance of the antenna and 𝑍ic is the

impedance of the IC, which is 12.76 − 190.28𝑗 at 915MHz.Γ and RL of the embroidered antennas are shown in Table 1.
Next, the strain ability of the different antennas was

tested (see Table 2). Based on the stretching results and the
experience gathered during sewing, Fabric 2 was omitted
from further research and two sewing ways of making the
antenna on Fabric 1 were chosen: contour pattern (Pattern 5)
and partial vertical pattern (Pattern 3), as shown in Figure 4,
marked with the red rectangles.

The used tag IC (integrated circuit) is NXPUCODEG2iL
series RFID IC, provided by the manufacturer in a fixture
patterned from copper on a plastic film (see Figure 5, where
the IC strap structure is presented).

We attached the fixture pads to the antennas by embroi-
dering over them with the conductive yarn during antenna
fabrication, as shown in Figure 6. Finally, for comparison,
we created another set of identical tags where the IC was
attached using conductive epoxy (Circuit Works CW2400).
See Figure 6 for the ready tags with ICs attached.

3. Strain Testing and Wireless Measurements

The tags were stretched a 100 times to 80% of their maximum
strain and back, and the wireless performance was measured
after 1, 10, 20, 30, 40, 50, and 100 stretching cycles. The
stretchingwas done by handwith each stretching cycle lasting
about 2 seconds. The reason for the 2 second cycle time
was that if the stretching cycle was any shorter, that is, the
stretching was done any faster, the glued antenna-IC attach-
ments were easily broken (see Figure 7). This kind of reliabil-
ity problem was not found in case of the sewed antenna-IC
interconnections.

The wireless performance of the tags was evaluated
using Voyantic Tagformance RFID measurement system.
It contains an RFID reader with an adjustable transmis-
sion frequency (800–1000MHz) and output power (up to
30 dBm) and provides the recording of the backscattered
signal strength (down to −80 dBm) from the tag under test.

We wanted to focus on the performance of the sewed
tags in absence of environmental stress factors and the effects
of the proximity of the human body, so that the source
of any observed performance variation is limited to the
antenna fabrication parameters and effects of cyclic strain.We
conducted all the measurements with the tag suspended on a
foam fixture in an anechoic chamber.

During the test, we recorded the lowest continuous-wave
transmission power (threshold power: 𝑃th) at which the tag
remained responsive. The wireless channel from the reader
antenna to the location of the tag under test was characterized
using a system reference tag with known properties. As
explained in [17], this enabled us to estimate the attainable
read range of the tag (𝑑tag) versus frequency from

𝑑tag = 𝜆4𝜋√EIRPΛ 𝑃th
∗

𝑃th , (2)

where 𝜆 is the wavelength transmitted from the reader
antenna, 𝑃th is the measured threshold power of the sensor
tag, Λ is a known constant describing the sensitivity of the
system reference tag, 𝑃th∗ is the measured threshold power of
the system reference tag, and EIRP is the emission limit of an
RFID reader given as equivalent isotropic radiated power.We
present all the results corresponding to EIRP = 3.28W, which
is the emission limit for instance in European countries.

4. Results and Discussion

In Figure 8, the read range results for two tags of each tag
type are shown in a frequency range of 800–1000MHz. As
shown in Figure 8, the peak read ranges of the contour pattern
tags with the sewed antenna-IC attachment are initially
around 5.5–6.5 meters, whereas with the glued antenna-IC
attachment, the read ranges can be slightly more than 7
meters.Thus, the glued antenna-IC interconnection seems to
provide a better electrical connection. The peak read ranges
of the Contour pattern tags are all around 900–920MHz.

For the partial vertical pattern tags, the peak read ranges
are around 7 meters with the glued IC and around 7-8 meters
with the sewed IC. In this case the performance of both
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Figure 4:The5different antenna sewing patterns on both fabrics, the selected two sewing patters onFabric 1 aremarkedwith a red rectangular.

Table 1: Reflection coefficient and return loss of the antennas.

Input impedance Reflection coefficient (Γ) Return loss (RL)
Contour pattern 241.83 − 132.8𝑗 0.05 + 0.3𝑗 10.34 dB
Partial vertical pattern 152.35 − 9.99𝑗 −0.19 − 0.88𝑗 1.1 dB

Copper pad IC

Figure 5: The used IC.

Contour pattern

Partial vertical pattern

Figure 6: Ready-made tags and antenna-IC interconnections.

Figure 7: A broken glued antenna-IC interconnection.

interconnection types is similar. This can be explained by the
fact that, in the contour pattern antenna, the IC was only
attached by sewing a single line over the pads. In the partial
vertical pattern, there are several stiches of the conductive
yarn over the IC pads (see Figure 6), whichmakes the embroi-
dered interconnection more conductive than in the case of
the contour pattern. The peak read ranges of the tags with
glued ICs are around 950MHz, whereas the peak read ranges
of the tags with the sewed ICs are around 910–920MHz.

It can be noticed from Figure 8 that the reproducibility
of the tags with the sewed interconnections is a challenge,
whereas the read range figures of the tags with the glued inter-
connections are very similar. Thus, optimizing the antenna-
IC sewing patter for good reproducibility will definitely be the
next step of this research.

Next, the tags were stretched 100 times to 80% of their
maximum strain and the wireless performance wasmeasured
after 1, 10, 20, 30, 40, 50, and 100 stretching cycles. As can
be seen from Figures 9 and 10, after 50 harsh stretching
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Figure 8: The initial attainable read ranges of the contour pattern (a) tag and partial vertical pattern (b) tag.
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Figure 9: Repeated stretching test of contour pattern with sewed IC (a) and glued IC (b).

cycles, the peak read ranges of the tags with the sewed inter-
connections have decreased about 1 meter compared to the
initial read ranges. After 100 stretching cycles, the read ranges
of the contour pattern tags had still slightly decreased, to 4.7
meters, but the read ranges of the partial vertical pattern tags
remained about the same as after 50 stretching cycles.

All the achieved read ranges are very promising. Based on
our results, the sewed antenna-IC interconnections could be
useful in future textile tag applications. However, the fabri-
cation process needs to be further studied, for example, by
trying different types of stiches around and through the IC
pads. Also the challenges with the reproducibility need to be

solved. Asmentioned earlier, the tags with the glued antenna-
IC interconnections were not able to endure any faster
stretching cycles than the used 2 seconds/cycle. Thus, also
their reliability in normal use conditions, that is, embedded
into clothing, can introduce challenges and requires further
studying. On the other hand, the used type of stretching did
not seem to have an effect on the read ranges of the tags with
the glued ICs.

It should be noted here that this cycled stretching test was
relatively harsh in comparison with the commonly expected
field conditions of wearable antennas, with the exception
of the special scenario where the tag on textile would be
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Figure 10: Repeated stretching test of partial vertical pattern with sewed IC (a) and glued IC (b).

Table 2: The maximum stretching lengths (% of the initial length)
of tag patters on Fabric 1 and Fabric 2.

Tag pattern Maximum length (%)
Fabric 1 Fabric 2

N/A 180% 180%
1 150% 125 %
2 125% 120 %
3 140% 120 %
4 110% 115 %
5 120% 120 %

placed at a continually strained location, for example, for the
purpose of strain monitoring. In such harsh conditions, one
possibility would be to use a suitable coating to protect the
antenna-IC interconnection from any mechanical stress, as
suggested in a recent washing reliability study of electrotextile
RFID tags [18]. Next, we will also study the reliability of these
tags in less severe strain conditions.

5. Conclusions

We studied the fabrication and impact of strain on the
performance of passive UHF RFID textile tags with embroi-
dered antennas on two structurally dissimilar substrates. Two
fabrication methods, sewing and gluing, were also tested for
the antenna-IC interconnections. According to our results,
the characteristics of the fabric substrate have a huge effect
on the fabrication of the tags. Our measurement results
showed that a simple contour pattern and a partial verti-
cally sewed pattern can be utilized to fabricate stretchable
tag antennas on an elastic band-based substrate. However,
both the sewed and glued interconnections showed some

reliability/reproducibility issues that need to be solved. Also,
the degree of stretching on different parts of clothing will
be examined and further reliability testing will be done.
Future work also includes electromagnetic optimization of
the antennas and their measurements near the human body.
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